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HORSE RACING MANUAL
Haynes Publishing UK The Horse Racing Manual guides the reader through a ﬁrst day at the races, explaining all the elements and considerations, from what to wear to placing a bet. Unlike other books on
the market, it takes the reader further and goes ‘behind the scenes,’ providing explanations into the physiology of the horse and where it comes from, the processes and people involved in leading it to
become a racehorse, the breeders, farriers, owners, trainers, jockeys and more.

CHAMPION JUMP HORSE RACING JOCKEYS
FROM 1945 TO PRESENT DAY
White Owl ‘It’s one of the real sports that’s left to us: a bit of danger and a bit of excitement, and the horses, which are the best thing in the world.' HM The Queen Mother on National Hunt racing. This
book traces how much National Hunt racing has changed since 1945- and also how Britain has changed too. The advent of motorways has made travel easier and racecourse safety has improved but the
challenges for jump jockeys -the bravest of the brave- remain. It covers some of the biggest stories in jump racing over the last seventy-ﬁve years, including the dramatic collapse of Devon Loch in the
1956 Grand National and the incredible exploits of three-times Grand National winner Red Rum. But it also contains lots of fascinating stories which the reader will not be so aware of, of trainers and horses
long forgotten.

BOOK NEWS
AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE OF LITERATURE AND BOOKS ...
HORSE RACING COLOURING BOOK
Finally a coloring book for horse racing fans! Here is a selection of 10 hand drawn pages for you to colour and make your own. Award winning horse racing photographer Cindy Pierson Dulay has drawn
these images using her own photos for models. Each drawing for colouring is on a single sheet of paper with the back left blank, so colors won't bleed through. There are images of running horses, winner's
circle, and close-up head shots plus two sheets of jockey silks, one with designs and one for you to draw your own designs.

BOOK NEWS MONTHLY
THE BOOK NEWS MONTHLY
ROUGH MAGIC
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RIDING THE WORLD’S WILDEST HORSE RACE. A RICHARD AND JUDY BOOK CLUB PICK
Random House A RICHARD AND JUDY BOOK CLUB PICK WINNER STANFORD TRAVEL WRITING AWARDS 2020 SHORTLISTED FOR THE WILLIAM HILL PRIZE 2019 'Such an addictive and likeable book...One of
this year's best memoirs' The Telegraph 'It's the resistance to the obvious narratives that makes Rough Magic so appealing: the book undermines lazy women-in-the-wilderness tropes at every turn.' Sarah
Moss, Guardian 'Think Educated meets Wild' Entertainment Weekly 'Rough Magic is transporting, beguiling and terriﬁcally entertaining' Daily Mail The Mongol Derby is the world's toughest horse race. A
feat of endurance across the vast Mongolian plains once traversed by the people of Genghis Khan, competitors ride 25 horses across a distance of 1000km. Many riders don't make it to the ﬁnish line. In
2013 Lara Prior-Palmer - nineteen, underprepared but seeking the great unknown - decided to enter the race. Driven by her own restlessness, stubbornness, and a lifelong love of horses, she raced for
seven days through extreme heat and terrifying storms, catching a few hours of sleep where she could at the homes of nomadic families. Battling bouts of illness and dehydration, exhaustion and bruising
falls, she found she had nothing to lose, and tore through the ﬁeld with her motley crew of horses. In one of the Derby's most unexpected results, she became the youngest-ever champion and the ﬁrst
woman to win the race. A tale of adventure, fortitude and poetry, Rough Magic is the extraordinary story of one young woman's encounter with oblivion, and herself.

THE DAILY TELEGRAPH CHRONICLE OF HORSE RACING
The best articles and despatches of the last 100 years have been compiled to produce this chronicle. Reliving great moments and personalities of racing history that made the headlines, from Fred Archer
and George Fordham to Red Rum's National success.

RIDE THE WHITE HORSE
A CHECKERED JOCKEY'S STORY OF RACING, RAGE AND REDEMPTION
Eddiebooks "An electric jockey with a juice machine, Eddie Donnally rode on racing's undercard, lived inside its underbelly and became a part of its underworld. From constant bulimia, broken bones and
betrayal of Boston's infamous Winter Hill Gang, he depicts an unseen side of Thoroughbred racing. The ﬁve tons of his sweat that disappeared down 'hot box' drains was nothing compared to his struglles
with sibling sexual trauma, same-sex promiscuity and an addiction to crack cocaine that in seven months took him from newspaper writing and TV show hosting to 'rubbing horses' on the backstretch.
Supernatural redemption came in a jail cell. After 17 years of Christian ministry, he is a hospice and hospital chaplain."--Back cover.

BRITISH BOOK NEWS
HORSE RACING TERMS
AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
Each racing term has a witty illustration by Rosemary Coates. The facing page explains in simple terms exactly what those mysterious racing terms mean. No longer will you be out of the loop when the
talk turns to: - Steeplechasers - Weighing Rooms - Nursery Stakes - Maiden Stakes - A Weaver - A colt, a ﬁlly, a brood mare, - A ﬂying stallion - On the Nod - The Field - A Puller - Gone to Post - An Each-way
Bet and much, much more....

BETTING ON HORSE RACING FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons How to enjoy a day at the races-and bet to win! The last two years have seen a record number of Americans tune in for climatic Triple Crown races featuring Smarty Jones and Funny
Cide; in 2004, television viewership jumped a whopping 61 percent over the record set in 2003, and the Belmont Stakes race itself drew a record crowd of more than 120,000! This easy-to-understand
guide shows ﬁrst-time visitors to the track how to enjoy the sport of horse racing-and make smart bets. It explains what goes on at the track, what to look for in horses and jockeys, how to read a racing
form and do simple handicapping, and how to manage betting funds and make wagers that stand a good chance of paying oﬀ. Complete with coverage of oﬀ-track and online betting, it's just what anyone
needs to play the ponies-and win! Richard Eng (Las Vegas, NV) is a racing writer and handicapper for the Las Vegas Review-Journal, a columnist for the Daily Racing Form, and the host of a horseracing
radio program in Las Vegas. He was formerly a part of the ABC Sports team that covered the Triple Crown.
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ART BOOK NEWS ANNUAL, VOLUME 4: 2008ART BOOK NEWS ANNUAL, VOLUME 4: 2008
Book News Inc.

DOPED
THE REAL LIFE STORY OF THE 1960S RACEHORSE DOPING GANG
Racing Post Books 'Doped' is the gripping true-story racing thriller set in Britain in the 1950s and early 1960s. Combining a potent mix of horse racing, drugs, sex, class, crime, gambling and the monarchy,
it tells the true story of one of the biggest doping scandals in British racing history. In March 1962 an audacious attempt to nobble one of the royal horses alerted police to a well organised band of
racecourse criminals, backed by murderous London gangsters. The subsequent Flying Squad pursuit of the gang brought the quaintly deferential world of racing into sharp conﬂict with the harsher realities
of the 'You've never had it so good' era. This also coincided with the birth of the annual Dick Francis novel. The cast of characters is headed by William Roper, a debonair ex RAF Sergeant turned
oddsmaker. His team included an ex jockey, numerous underpaid stable lads, an upper class gambling addict and a violent professional gangster who went on to face charges with the Kray twins in 1969.
But the most fascinating member of Roper's ﬁrm was a beautiful and selfpossessed young Swiss woman called Micheline Lugeon who became the bookmaker's lover.

MISSIONVILLE
Greed. Desperation. Humanity. PETE FELL IN LOVE WITH HORSES, then devoted his career to training racehorses at Missionville, a low level racetrack in rural Pennsylvania where horses and humans
depend on each other - just to survive. He quickly learns that winning at the races isn't easy under ordinary circumstances, and that some successes at Missionville aren't the result of luck or talent - but
ﬂagrant cheating. Thanks to a potential love interest, plus death, deception, and more Pete opens his eyes to what's really going on around him tosdiscover he doesn't want to playsthe game anymore. A
push insthe right direction sends Peteson a journey that leads himsfrom Harrisburg to Quebec in an eﬀort to help restore a bit ofshumanity to the racing world.

THE MIRACLE OF CASTEL DI SANGRO
Sphere Through 1996 and 1997 bestselling author Joe McGinniss followed the Italian football season from Castel di Sangro, a small town nestled in the Abruzzi region of Italy. The motley crew that
comprised the di Sangro soccer team in the early 90s masked an unparalleled prowess for playing soccer. This is the story of a team and a town with no aspirations, just a passion for the game, and how
that passion allowed this team to rise to the top of the professional Italian soccer league. With the lust for life of Robert Crichton's THE SECRET OF SANTA VITTORIA and the sporting dreams of modern
movie classic FIELDS OF DREAMS, THE MIRACLE OF CASTEL DI SANGRO is an ebullient story of how a two-hour game transformed a dot on the map into a place of magic, miracles and wonder.

HORSE HEAVEN
Faber & Faber In Horse Heaven the universe of horse racing is woven into a marvellous tapestry of joy and love, chicanery, folly, greed and reckless courage. Spanning two years on the circuit, from
Kentucky and California to New York and Paris, Jane Smiley's wonderful novel puts us among trainers and track brats, horse-obsessed girls, nervy jockeys, billionaire breeders and restless track wives.

RIMFIRE: THE BARREL RACING MORGAN HORSE
Willow Bend Publishing Rimﬁre, the sixth book in the Morgan Horse series, takes readers to a whole new realm within the world of horses. When Heather travels to Oklahoma to visit family friends, she is
introduced to barrel racing. Falling in love with this quick-paced sport, Heather is thrilled when she returns home and discovers Rimﬁre, a fabulous Morgan barrel racer that just happens to be for sale.
When her parents refuse to buy yet another horse, Heather convinces her friend Nicholas to purchase Rimﬁre. Everything is going well until Heather decides to take Rimﬁre to a competition without
Nicholas's permission. What will happen to the horse as he makes that ﬁnal turn around the last barrel, and more importantly, has Heather jeopardized her friendship with Nicholas, all for the sake of a
ribbon?

GAMBLING FOR LIFE
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THE MAN WHO WON MILLIONS AND SPENT EVERY PENNY
Imagine what it would be like to turn your back on the nine-to-ﬁve drudgery of normal working life and risk everything you've ever had on the fate of a horse race or the outcome of a ball game. In the
gambling fraternity, Harry Findlay has earned legendary status. He has been skint dozens of times, won over £20 million and spent just as much. But he will not change. Fearless and formidable, bullish
and bombastic, there is no one in the gambling game who can match Harry's style and seismic impact. When he ﬁrst ran a betting slip through his ﬁngers as a 16-year-old, Harry said he had been handed
the keys to the Magic Kingdom. Gambling has taken him all around the globe, enjoying ﬁve-star travel and a gourmet indulgence at the world's biggest sporting events. In his much-awaited book, Harry
recounts the mind-boggling tales behind the thousand and million pound multi-sport bets that will make ordinary punters shudder including the day he wagered £2.5 million on a rugby match. It is a
remarkable life story of ups and downs. Aged 21 years old, he served nearly a year in some of Her Majesty's toughest jails. Who'd have thought he would go on to own Big Fella Thanks, winner of the Derby
at Clonmel and the most famous dog to come out of Ireland and be part owner of the legendary racehorse Denman, who carried his colours to Gold Cup glory. Harry's subsequent controversial
disqualiﬁcation from racing destroyed him, despite the ruling being overturned on appeal. Most fascinating of all, Harry tells how he has survived and continues to work his magic in the gambling world,
and still believes in his own special talent to read sports events and to continue to stay one step ahead of the internet companies that ﬂood our minds with the temptation to risk so much. Harry Findlay:
Gambling For Life reﬂects one man's extraordinary passion for gambling. How he cannot live without it. And how he knows that, even if he loses all of his money, he can never be a loser.

THE HISTORY OF HORSE RACING
FIRST PAST THE POST
An engrossing guide to the fascinating stories and facts of the horse-racing world, from the early days of the ﬁrst races to the thrilling multi-spectator sport of today. Spectacularly illustrated with over 220
dramatic photographs of horses, signature race courses and personalities, as well as archive drawings and paintings.

HORSE RACING THE STATISTICAL ROUTE SIX HORSES AGES
Lulu Press, Inc A Statistical Study of the Age of Horses-Older Horses or Younger Horses, which fare the best. D older horses run better than younger horses or vice versa. Race analysts will often comment
on the age of the horse, “probably past its best” or, “an in-experienced horse” sometimes for the younger horses. In this book I have tried to see if there is any merit in it. Over a period of time 1731 races
were analyzed. Taking the three oldest and the three youngest horses in each race and the results were analyzed as well as any proﬁt. The results are shown dividing the races into handicaps, non
handicaps, jumps, ﬂat, all weather etc and numbers of runners; 4-7 runn, 8-11 runn, 12-15 runn and 16+ runn to see if there was any particular type of race where an advantage was more evident. The
book contains tables of win and place percentages for each type of race and proﬁts gained or lost. The book does not contain a betting system or any guarantee of proﬁts to be made; just the results.

SOUTHERN HOOFPRINTS
FriesenPress One-part lively oral history, one-part meticulously researched encyclopaedia, and one-part wild ride, Southern Hoofprints colorfully conveys the story of horse racing in Southern Alberta. And
in so doing, it also becomes a fascinating history of the region itself, from the late 1880s through to the present day. From racing’s rough, Wild West beginnings to the vast grandstands of modern times,
this regional history of the Sport of Kings has been deeply researched and is delivered in a unique and engaging fashion. With wry humour and occasional pulse-throbbing drama, the reader is treated to
an intimate perspective on family traditions of husband and wife owners, the dynasties of multi-generational riders, the spectators, and even the horses themselves. The chronicle of the rise of women
riders from the trivialized ‘powder puﬀ’ races to becoming power players on the track, and that of the First Nations people from the early days through to today, make this a completely inclusive history. It
tells a distinctly Canadian story and its focus on the Southern Alberta region allows it to paint the picture in vivid detail. With its historical data enriched and enlivened through the human dimension of the
oral histories, Southern Hoofprints entertainingly recounts horse-racing’s triumphs, tragedies, and continual reinvention.

STRICTLY CLASSIFIED
SECRETS AND INSIGHTS INTO THE TRAINERS MIND
Racing Post Delve into a horse trainer's mind, seeing how they work with and try to best understand their horses Strictly Classiﬁed oﬀers readers a unique insight into the workings of a trainer's mind,
notably in relation to their understanding of a racehorse's psyche, emotions, and character. Calling from his training in psychotherapy and other disciplines, Marten Julian sheds light on how trainers and
horsemen try to unravel the innermost workings of a horse's mind. He has asked many of the world's top trainers how they identify and relate to a horse's individual personality, and thereby encourage it
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to realize its full potential. Reference is made to how they address the potential eﬀect of a racehorse's formative years, their integration into a yard, their emotional range of experiences, their spirit, their
will to win, and their end days. This is a book speciﬁcally about trainers and the way they deal with a horse's character and psychological proﬁle, and is illustrated with examples of well-known horses they
have trained.

THE GENERAL STUD-BOOK
THE WASHINGTON POST INDEX
FRANKEL: THE GREATEST RACEHORSE OF ALL TIME AND THE SPORT THAT MADE HIM
HarperCollins UK In horse racing greatness is deﬁned by speed. Being the second fastest counts for little. You have to win. And win. And keep winning until every challenger of your generation is put to the
sword. Of the twelve horses lined up on Newmarket Heath that 2011 day, one would do just that. And more. To become the greatest racehorse that has ever lived.

HORSE HEAVEN
Ballantine Reader's Circle A novel set in the world of thoroughbred racing follows a group of trainers, jockeys, and "track brats" on a two-year journey through the racing cycle.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB NEWS
MANPOWER UTILIZATION, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO IV-F'S
HEARING BEFORE A TASK FORCE OF THE PREPAREDNESS SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES, UNITED STATES SENATE, EIGHTY-SECOND
CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION ... JANUARY 24, 1952
PICKING WINNERS
A HORSEPLAYER'S GUIDE
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A systematic approach to successful race-horse handicapping, for novices and old-timers, presenting advice on reading the race forms, judging tracks and trainers, the horses
appearances, speed handicapping, and money management

EQUINE SPORTSMEDICINE NEWS
FRANK LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER
THE COMPLETE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HORSE RACING
THE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE WORLD OF THE THOROUGHBRED
Carlton Books The sixth edition of the deﬁnitive history of horse racing! Written by three acknowledged authorities, this sixth edition of The Complete Encyclopedia of Horse Racing tells the story of the
"sport of kings" from its beginnings till today. Revised and updated to include the latest equine superstars, including US Triple Crown winner American Pharoah, this deﬁnitive illustrated reference provides
essential information on all the top jockeys and trainers, the leading owners, and the most celebrated horses. Every personality (human and equine), event, and issue of importance in the history of both
ﬂat racing and steeplechasing is included, as is the oﬀ-track world of racing, gambling, scandals, and disasters; social and cultural aspects, media coverage and the business of racing. Every page a
visually exciting and information-packed celebration of the sport that fans will ﬁnd invaluable.
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TENNESSEE'S ARABIAN HORSE RACING HERITAGE
Arcadia Publishing Historically Tennessees horse breeding industry has received recognition for producing prized Thoroughbred racehorses, smooth-gaited Tennessee Walking horses, and sturdy work
mules. Historical accounts, however, largely overlook the contributions of Tennessee horse breeders to the sport of Arabian horse racing. One hundred years have passed since anti-gambling legislation
ended Tennessees reign over the sport of kings, Thoroughbred horse racing. However, the state has ﬁgured prominently in the development of Arabian horse racing. Leading up to the inaugural race event
in 1959, and in more recent years as the amateur recreation became a bona ﬁde sport, Tennesseans have had a calculable eﬀect on the creation and advancement of Arabian horse racing in the United
States.

THE SPORT OF KINGS
A NOVEL
Farrar, Straus and Giroux A Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize Winner of the Kirkus Prize for Fiction • A Recipient of the Windham-Campbell Prize for Fiction • A Finalist for the James Tait Black Prize for Fiction • A
Finalist for the Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction • A Finalist for the Rathbones Folio Prize • Longlisted for an Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence • One of New York Times Book Review 100 Notable Book
Named a Best Book of the Year by Entertainment Weekly • GQ • The New York Times (Selected by Dwight Garner) • NPR • The Wall Street Journal • San Francisco Chronicle • Reﬁnery29 • Booklist • Kirkus
Reviews • Commonweal Magazine "In its poetic splendor and moral seriousness, The Sport of Kings bears the traces of Faulkner, Morrison, and McCarthy. . . . It is a contemporary masterpiece."—San
Francisco Chronicle Hailed by The New Yorker for its “remarkable achievements,” The Sport of Kings is an American tale centered on a horse and two families: one white, a Southern dynasty whose
forefathers were among the founders of Kentucky; the other African-American, the descendants of their slaves. It is a dauntless narrative that stretches from the ﬁelds of the Virginia piedmont to the
abundant pastures of the Bluegrass, and across the dark waters of the Ohio River; from the ﬁnal shots of the Revolutionary War to the resounding clang of the starting bell at Churchill Downs. As C. E.
Morgan unspools a fabric of shared histories, past and present converge in a Thoroughbred named Hellsmouth, heir to Secretariat and a contender for the Triple Crown. Newly confronted with one another
in the quest for victory, the two families must face the consequences of their ambitions, as each is driven---and haunted---by the same, enduring question: How far away from your father can you run? A
sweeping narrative of wealth and poverty, racism and rage, The Sport of Kings is an unﬂinching portrait of lives cast in the shadow of slavery and a moral epic for our time.

LIST OF SERIALS CURRENTLY RECEIVED, NOVEMBER 1, 1949
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL BULLETIN
HORSING AROUND IN NEW JERSEY
THE HORSE LOVER'S GUIDE TO EVERYTHING EQUINE
Rutgers University Press Arline Zatz has written the ﬁrst guidebook to everything equine in the Garden State: Horsing Around in New Jersey. This accessible, easy-to-use volume is essential reading for the
novice who yearns to go horseback riding but doesn't know how or where to begin; for the experienced equestrian seeking new trails and campsites; for anyone wishing to attend an equestrian event; and
for those seeking a job in the equestrian ﬁeld, which already employs nearly 6,000 New Jerseyans. The industry generates more than 650 million dollars in annual revenue. Millions of people attend equine
events in New Jersey each year. The U.S. Equestrian team makes its home there, and New Jersey's state animal is the horse. Zatz tells readers--including those with disabilities--where they can take
lessons, rent a horse, and prepare for riding. She includes safety and ﬁrst aid tips. Horse history and breeds common to New Jersey are discussed, as are health concerns, including diseases, preventative
medicine, and emergency care. The book showcases New Jersey's eighty-ﬁve equestrian trails and covers information on where to obtain riding permits and their accompanying rules and regulations.
There is advice for both new horse owners and renters, including recommendations on tack and clothing, stable management, and horse adoption. The book acquaints readers with year-round equine
entertainment opportunities, and oﬀers dozens of suggestions on where to watch or participate in sports on horseback. Zatz lists equine education programs for all ages, and outlines numerous
employment opportunities within the equine industry. The book concludes with a glossary of common horse industry terminology, a listing of national equine associations and breed registries, equipment
sources, and equine publications for further reading.
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FAILING NEWSPAPER ACT
HEARINGS BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ANTITRUST AND MONOPOLY, NINETIETH CONGRESS, FIRST
SESSION, NINETIETH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION
Considers S. 1312, to exempt from the antitrust laws certain combinations and arrangements necessary for the survival of failing newspapers. Includes report "Newspaper Monopolies and the Antitrust
Laws, a Study of the Failing Newspaper Act;" by International Typographical Union, 1967 (p. 125-172).
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